
WHAT IS ONIRO?

THE ARCHITECTURE LAYER

System Service Layer
It will contain the bulk of the differentiating 

features of Oniro. 
It will provide a complete set 

of capabilities essential for Oniro to offer 
services for applications through the 

Framework Layer

Application Layer
When completed, it will host the system 

and third-party applications. 
Oniro applications will be able to 

use APIs to expose business logic as 
abilities that may be utilized 

inside other applications

Framework Layer
It will provide an SDK to develop Oniro 
applications in multiple launguages 
such as Java, C, C++ and JS depending 
on the target device class and its HW 
constraints

Kernel Layer
Oniro will support a multi-kernel design 
out of the box so that appropriate OS 
kernels can be selected for devices with 
different resource limitations

Oniro is an open source distributed operating system targeting IoT devices big and small. 
It’s an independent Eclipse Foundation project designed to be OpenHarmony compatible, 

a project hosted by the OpenAtom Foundation. 

The fact of Oniro being an OpenHarmony compatible implementation ensures the promise 
of a unified ecosystem – “any apps on any device” regardless of brand make and model of devices
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Oniro is designed with modularity in mind. 
An operating system that is equally targeting small devices like sensors and micro-controllers as well as rich companions ones; 

like IOT, Machine to Machine solutions, automotive, Smart cities, Home automation and smartphones.

Help us build the next blueprint!
Contribute to the project…

SUPPORTED BOARDS

OUR BLUEPRINTS

One broad range
ecosystem

One single
cohesive application

Interoperability
 between devices

In-house secured data
sync and sharing

Write once, deploy on 
different devices

GET THE CODE

SEE MORE

SMART GATEWAY  SMART VENDING 
MACHINE SMART DOOR LOCK

https://booting.oniroproject.org/distro
https://docs.oniroproject.org/en/latest/oniro/hardware-support/boards/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_3ITbSAvNg&list=PLy7t4z5SYNaQBDReZmeHAknEchYmu0LLa&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQ9hD63ypvI&list=PLy7t4z5SYNaQBDReZmeHAknEchYmu0LLa&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3HeJO7Atis&list=PLy7t4z5SYNaQBDReZmeHAknEchYmu0LLa&index=11

